Introduction 1
Luri is an Indo-Iranian language cluster with over four million speakers. 2 The Luri ethnic area is found in southwestern Iran and southeastern Iraq, although smaller numbers of speakers have emigrated to elsewhere in Asia and a number of cities in the West. 3 I have set the linguistic scene with a brief précis of the historical origins of the Lurs. It will become clear that this section is of key importance in an understanding of language boundaries, especially on the ends of the continuum that shoulder varieties of Kurdish and Farsi.
After providing this historical sketch, I present a long-overdue update of the ensemble of comparative research that has been done on Luri, especially as pertains to work from the period since the Iranian Islamic Revolution. The primary focus of this survey addresses the question of how many languages comprise the Luri language continuum.
Traditionally, Luri has been categorised as a single language. However, opinions are varied. On the one hand, a few scholars have argued in keeping with the conservative view held by the Persian majority population that Luri is only a lahjeh 'dialect' of Farsi. On the other hand, an increasing number of researchers are supporting the division of the Luri continuum into more than one language. The identity of Laki, a language spoken by Lurs in one part of the ethnic area, is also briefly considered.
After reviewing opinions expressed in the literature, I pursue the central question of the article by appealing to linguistic and sociolinguistic data. Observation of speakers, sociolinguistic interviews and wordlists from various language areas are used to propose the division of Luri into three language areas: Luristāni, Bakhtiāri and Southern Luri. A map of the language continuum illustrates the conclusions of the article.
Research background
This article is a synthesis of, and a review of, the literature on the subject and also original linguistic research. It summarizes the scattered and difficult to locate comparative research which is available on Luri, 4 and addresses some of the gaps, inconsistencies and controversies which are found there. Many of these challenges are due more to the inaccessibility and diffuse organisation of the Luri ethnic area than to lack of endeavour in previous research.
This given, I am still disappointed to say that Luri has not received its due share of attention for it is the language of a people numbering over 4 million with a rich culture as well as a complex linguistic and sociolinguistic situation. Perhaps it has been unjustly overshadowed by research on its neighbours Farsi and Kurdish, since speakers of those languages have published from a wide spectrum of universities, including those in the West. The language of scholarship on Luri presents an additional obstacle: literature available in Farsi has for the most part remained untapped by western scholars (and conversely, Iranian scholars working on Luri are at times unaware of research published in the West). However, Farsi-language resources are an indispensable component in an understanding of Luri, and I have endeavoured to search out and profit from all those which are available. Although they are not numerous, they are key to an understanding of the linguistic situation which reconciles the perceptions of 'insiders' with those of 'outsiders'.
Where our understanding still remains insufficient after the review of the literature is completed, I have found it necessary to investigate the linguistic situation directly. It is to this end that I employed sociolinguistic data and lexicostatistic analysis to address the central 4 Blau's bibliography makes the strongest contribution to this area and Redard's bibliography is also helpful, but a number of works on Luri have appeared since their publication. See J. question in this article, namely that of how many languages comprise the Luri language continuum.
The original data given in this article were for the most part collected in Iran during a nine-month period in 2000-1. It is limited in that I was permitted to gather linguistic data in only one section of the Luri ethnic area, that of Mamasani (Southern Luri). 5 However, I was able gather a significant amount of first-hand linguistic and sociolinguistic data from speakers from other parts of the ethnic area who were visiting or living in Shiraz, where my wife and I were based. Finally, remaining questions from the data were clarified through discussion with members of the Luri community in North America.
The Lurs
The Lurs are members of an Iranian (Indo-European) ethnic family which they refer to as iyl-a Luriy "the Luri ethnic group". More accurately, this family is a loosely-connected group of several more cohesive subgroups also known as iylāt "ethnic groups" or, variously, qabāyal "sub-groups". The best-known of these groups are the Feyli (Lor-e Kuchek), Bakhtiāri, Bowyerahmadi, Kohgiluyeh and Mamasani (the latter four groups being Lor-e Bozorg). Feyli is further divided into Posht-e Kuh and Pish-e Kuh. There are a number of other smaller groups of Lurs. 6 Altogether, there are well over four million members of the Luri iyl, the vast majority of whom speak Luri language varieties. In addition to a small population (approx. 80,000) in southeastern Iraq, the Lurs are distributed over a number of provinces in Iran. The ethnic area spans a large portion of the Zagros Mountains and one extension of the area spreads southeast into the heart of Mesopotamia (see Figure 1 below) . In Iran, the greatest concentrations of Lurs are found in the provinces of Luristān, Khuzestān, Chahārmahāl va Bakhtiāri and Boyerahmad va Kohgiluyeh. Significant populations of Lurs also live in contiguous areas of Ilām, Esfahān and Fārs provinces. Additionally, there are exile populations in several other provinces. Although the array of provinces which make up the homeland of the Lurs is impressive, few of the provincial boundaries correspond to ethnic divisions. Rather, they seem designed to decentralize the larger clans within the Luri ethnic family. An example of this is the geographic division of the once-powerful Bakhtiāri among four different provinces; in three of these four provinces, political affairs are directed from urban centres dominated by the majority-culture Persians. 5 Other works by the present author which were carried out during this same period of fieldwork include A Phonology of Southern Luri (Munich, 2003) In Iraq, the political situation is even less favourable toward the Lurs. 9 Since 1975, political factors have resulted in the mass migration of most Iraqi Lurs to Iran, where they share a greater degree of ethnic and religious affinity with the national population.
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Origins of the Lurs
A Feyli man from Khorramābād recounts the well-known story that long ago there were three brothers whose descendants became the Kurds, the Lurs, and the Bakhtiāri.
11 This account, though simple, is an appropriate introduction to the more detailed historical account found in the literature. Scholars consider that it is likely that the Lurs are descended from the group of Aryan tribes that made their way from Central Asia, passing north of the Caspian Sea through the Caucasus and into what is know today as Iran. Other Indo-Iranian groups such as Persians and Kurds are also descendants of such migrants.
12 Lurs, like many other Iranians, have been part of a massive integration with other groups: both the early inhabitants of Iran such as the Elamites, and later Indo-Iranian invaders.
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Among the many Iranian ethnic groups, the Lurs are most closely associated linguistically with Kurdish-and Farsi-speaking Iranians. While some scholars maintain that the Lurs are descended from the Kurds, others maintain that since "early times" they have been an autonomous group which has, however, been influenced by both of its close cultural neighbours.
14 The linguistic influence of both of these groups is evident in the data presented later in this paper (see especially Figure 2 and the appendices).
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Excursus: Where does the term Luri come from?
A number of similar descriptors have been used to identify the Lurs (Luri, Lurī, Lori, Lurish, Löri, Lüri, Luriy, Ruliy), 16 but of these "Luri" is the most common. From a phonological standpoint, the name is appropriately written Lurī or Luriy.
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According to several Luri speakers from Yāsuj, the name 'Luri' means qeiratmand "zealous" or bozorg "big, great". These speakers indicated that the term comes from the place name in the mountain pass where the Timurids (Tamarlane's forces) first came through the Luri homelands when they were pressing west through Persia (c. ad 1400). (Louvain, 2000) . 16 A number of these terms are listed in B. Grimes (ed.), Ethnologue (13th edition) (Dallas, 1996), p. 677. Some of the terms (Lurish, Löri, Lüri) are used in early European descriptions of the language; the term 'Ruliy' is used by some, especially older, speakers of the Southern Luri variety. 17 While both of these transcriptions are accurate in that they show distinctions of phonological length, the second one (Luriy) follows the phonological roman orthography that I have set out in my book, A Phonology of Southern Luri (Munich, 2003) . 18 The issue is actually more complex than I have presented it here; for a detailed discussion of pre- the northern varieties of Luri. 19 In the following section, I will seek to demonstrate that the Luri varieties form a continuum of languages between the Farsi and Kurdish language blocs.
Genetic affiliation of Luri
According to a number of sources, Luri is a single language classified as Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Iranian, and Western and Southwestern, Luri. 20 According to Grimes, the Luri subgroup also includes one other language, Kumzari, which is spoken by 3,000 people in Oman; however, evidence is lacking to support this hypothesis. 21 Other Southwestern languages include Fars, Lari, Aimaq, Bukharic, Darwazi, Dehwari, Dzhidi, Eastern Farsi, Western Farsi, Hazaragi, Pahlavani, Tajiki, Judeo-Tat, Muslim Tat and possibly Bashkardi. Laki is classified by Grimes as a variety of Luri, but Windfuhr classifies it (along with Kurdish varieties) as a Northwestern language. 22 The information summarised in these sources presents current categories in existing research on Luri, but a review of the data reveals several difficult issues that must be addressed: the relationship of Kumzari and Laki to Luri, the existence of Lurs that speak Farsi as a mother tongue, and the unity of Luri.
The status of Kumzari and Laki varieties under the umbrella of the Luri language cluster is one difficult issue, and I have provided evidence for an alternative point of view elsewhere.
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For the purposes of this article, I am assuming that although Kumzari belongs to the Southwestern group of Iranian languages, there is no basis for its association with Luri in particular. Concerning Laki, I accept Fattah's argument for Laki's affiliation with Kurdish rather than Luri although it is largely typological rather than historical in nature. 24 The existence of ethnic Lurs who speak Farsi as a mother tongue is a second issue which has been raised but never fully documented.
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The additional issue of the linguistic unity of Luri proper is also complex. A discussion of this question forms the substance of the rest of this paper, and it is to this which we now turn our attention.
How many languages comprise the Luri continuum?
Most of the research on Luri is descriptive rather than comparative. Because of this, the relatedness of different varieties of Luri is largely undefined. However, a few authors address 19 See data tables below as well as note 9 above. Joyce Blau (personal correspondence 2001) notes that Luri and Kurdish are not always strictly differentiated in the transitional area between the two languages. An example of one interesting 'Kurdish' feature which occurs as far south as Southern Luri is the use of -gal/al as a plural marker. 20 the unity of the Luri language area. I have selected several sources which reflect viewpoints represented in the literature.
Luri as a dialect of Farsi
Western researchers, and more recently a small body of Iranian scholars, have worked on Luri language varieties over the past century. There is still a widely-held perception among Farsispeaking Iranians that Luri is simply an "accent" or "dialect" of Farsi. However, linguistic and sociolinguistic research has demonstrated that Luri may indeed be considered language in its own right. 26 In other words, it shows a great deal of differentiation from Farsi in the areas of phonology, morphology, grammatical and semantic structure as well as lexicon; and speakers are aware of this distinctness. Furthermore, the two varieties are not inherently intelligible with one another, a fact which is obscured by a high degree of bilingualism in Farsi among the Luri population. Because of these factors, there is little academic literature that presently supports the classification of Luri as a Farsi dialect.
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Luri as a single language
The Ethnologue is representative of the prevailing view that Luri is a single language, and that all Luri varieties are dialects of that language. 28 This view is not supported with evidence but is perhaps rather a "received" view, and has been challenged recently by several scholars. As will be discussed below, the authors of Peoples of Iran and Amanollahi both recognize the existence of distinct languages in the Luri language cluster. 29 
Peoples of Iran: Luri and Bakhtiāri
Early twentieth century researchers quickly noticed that Luri and Bakhtiāri were quite different from one another. This distinction is summarized in the highly detailed map of Peoples of Iran (Ethnolinguistic Groups). 30 On the map, the Luri language area is found in two segments, between which the Bakhtiāri area is located. This map's separation of Bakhtiāri is accurate. For one thing, the Bakhtiāri consider themselves apart: that they are first Bakhtiāri (a sub-group of the Luri ethnic complex), and then Luri. The same may be said about their language: Bakhtiāri is the only variety of Luri which speakers themselves sometimes consider to be a zawn or "distinct language". 31 However, speakers of the Bakhtiāri "language" still acknowledge their language variety as a type of Luri (in the same way that Italian is a type of Romance). The linguistic data presented in the section below 32 indicate that Bakhtiāri is in fact a distinct language variety which is, however, transitional between the northern (Feyli) and southern (Boyerahmadi, Kohgiluyeh, Mamasani etc.) Luri areas shown on the Peoples of Iran map. In other words, the two Luri linguistic areas are more closely related to the intermediate variety Bakhtiāri than they are to one another. Consequently, the division of the language cluster into two ''related'' or ''equivalent'' Luri areas and a ''distinct'' Bakhtiāri area is inadequate as presented on this map.
Amanollahi: Western Luri and Eastern Luri
Like Peoples of Iran, Amanollahi argues for the recognition of two distinct Luri languages. However, his divisions contrast with those shown on the map. When he presents his classification of Luri within the Western, Southwestern group, Amanollahi follows Oranskij. 33 However, as regards the subdivision of Luri he is responsible for the innovative recognition of two distinct Luri languages: Bākhtri ''Western'' (not to be confused with Bakhtiāri) and Khāvari "Eastern" Luri. 34 Because he is himself a Lur, Amanollahi's categorisation is especially notable. In Western Luri he includes the dialects Luri, Borujerdi, Nahāvandi and "others". Amanollahi's Western Luri corresponds to the Luri area which is to the north of the Bakhtiāri area on the Peoples of Iran map. In Eastern Luri he includes Bakhtiāri as well as the language varieties spoken in Dezful and Shushtar. 35 Although he does not mention it in the same work, he also considers the major Luri varieties spoken in Boyerahmad, Kohgiluyeh and Mamasani as belonging to Eastern Luri. 36 
Three Luri languages?
The data presented below support Amanollahi's distinction between Eastern and Western Luri. However, they also suggest that Eastern Luri may itself be divided into two distinct languages: Bakhtiāri and Southern Luri. Southern Luri corresponds to the Luri area to the south of Bakhtiāri on the Peoples of Iran map.
While living in the Mamasani district of Fārs Province, it came to my attention that Mamasani speakers used Farsi, not Luri, to communicate with Lurs from other parts of the 32 See the section entitled, Reinterpretation of language boundaries. 33 The work from which Amanollahi draws is probably Oranskij's 1970 publication on Iranian languages. This is uncertain because I have been unable to locate a reference to his source. However, the information is almost identical to Oranskij's work mentioned here. See I. Oranskij, Les langues iraniennes (Paris, 1970) . Luri ethnic area, namely Bakhtiāri and Western Luri areas. Because of this, I decided to research, measure and document differences. Existing literature in Farsi indicated that Southern Luri is distinct from other Luri varieties. 37 The Southern Luri language area is comprised principally of three groups known as Boyerahmadi, Kohgiluyeh and Mamasani.
Reinterpretation of language boundaries
In order to test the language boundary hypotheses outlined in the sections above, I employed several tools: observation of intelligibility between varieties, speaker perception of intelligibility between varieties, and lexicostatistic analysis. None of the tools discussed below is in itself a conclusive measure for defining language boundaries; however, taken together and in light of previous research they provide fairly clear indications of where such boundaries might lie.
Observed intelligibility
Although observed intelligibility may be a fairly accurate indicator, there were relatively few instances where speakers from distant parts of the Luri language area encountered one another in natural situations that I was able to observe. Of those situations that I observed, Southern Luri and Bakhtiāri speakers switched to Farsi to communicate with one another because they were unable to understand each other using their own language varieties; in the same way, Luristāni (Western Luri) 39 and Southern Luri speakers also switched to Farsi to communicate with each other. I did not observe Luristāni and Bakhtiāri speakers communicating with one another. Within the language areas which I have proposed, speakers of related dialects did not switch to Farsi or another dialect to communicate. was not given governmental permission to perform these tests. Comparison of grammatical structures would also have been extremely valuable in defining the character of the language continuum, but detailed analysis would have to be performed on each of the varieties before relevant patterns could be isolated and catalogued. Thus, grammatical comparison is outside the scope of this paper in which the initial distinctions put forth need to be tested by other such indicators of linguistic relation.
39 Herein I will use the term Luristāni in place of Western Luri, since it was the term in common use in the language area. This term "Luristāni" was originally applied to the whole Luri ethnic area. However, a present drawback to this term is that it is now associated with the province of Luristān, where a large proportion, but not all, of Luristāni speakers live.
Perceived intelligibility
Although the accuracy of any one speaker's perception of intelligibility between varieties may be questionable, a wide cross-section of subjects from a variety of language areas helped to inform results gathered using other instruments.
In my interactions with Luri speakers, I asked over 200 subjects questions about perceived intelligibility with other varieties. 40 Speakers from the Luristāni language area argued that Luristāni varieties were intelligible, whereas other varieties such Bakhtiāri and the Laki varieties spoken by some Lurs were difficult or impossible to understand. Only a handful of subjects from the Luristāni language area had heard of the Southern Luri area (under any of its names), and all these subjects said that they could not understand the language spoken there.
Many Bakhtiāri speakers said that the variety of Bakhtiāri spoken in Chelgerd and Kohrang was very difficult to understand; otherwise, all varieties of Bakhtiāri were easily understood. For those who had had contact with speakers of Luristāni and Southern Luri, they maintained that these varieties were difficult to understand.
Very few Southern Luri speakers had had contact with speakers of Luristāni or Bakhtiāri. Among those that had, they maintained that Bakhtiāri was difficult and Luristāni was impossible to understand. Within the language area, speakers from other parts of the Southern Luri language area had some difficulty understanding speakers of Kohgiluyeh. Kohgiluyeh speakers, however, said that other varieties were easy to understand. Although many factors are involved here, I believe this reflects the fact that Kohgiluyeh speakers are bidialectical in other varieties of Southern Luri.
Further, it should be noted that subjects speaking intermediate dialects close to language boundaries often indicated a greater level of understanding of neighbouring "languages" than did those well within the language areas.
Lexicostatistic analysis
Lexicostatistic analysis (wordlist comparison) is instructive in that it is the only objective measure used in this study to measure relatedness between language varieties. However, with it come several weaknesses. For one thing, it tests only one small area of the language (the lexicon) and thus may not be directly correlated with mutual intelligibility. Secondly, there is no exact point at which a dialect may be defined as a language, or vice versa. Rather, varieties which are within the 70-90 % lexical similarity threshold may or may not be considered as belonging to the same language. 41 Languages with over 40 The questions that I asked of subjects related to language distribution, use, intelligibility and attitudes. A full presentation of the interview form is available in E. J. Anonby and E. Johnson, A Sociolinguistic Survey of the Zaghawa (Beria) of Chad and Sudan (N'Djaména, Chad, 1999). Of the data I gathered on Luri, only that which is relevant is summarised in the present article. One limitation to these informal interviews was that interviewees were almost exclusively male. Also, northern varieties of Luri were not as well represented as southern varieties. 41 90 % lexical similarity, on the other hand, will generally be considered dialects of a single language.
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For this study, I gathered twelve wordlists of 225 items (if possible) in most major dialect areas of all three proposed Luri language areas (see Figure 2) . 43 As a control and to help define the boundaries of the Luri cluster, I gathered four supplementary wordlists (two Farsi varieties, two Laki varieties). Varieties were chosen based on cultural and linguistic centres found in the literature and given by speakers in the sociolinguistic interviews. Those marked with an asterisk indicate a lower reliability for a value because not enough words were compared to ensure statistical significance. Wordlists are transcribed in Appendix Two.
In the table Fig 2 above , a number of patterns are evident. The most striking pattern is the presence of a continuum from Farsi, through Luri, to Laki. 46 The varieties are arranged geographically from southeast to northwest. This continuum is evident, for example, in the percentages of lexical similarity between Luri-Mamasani and other varieties, where geographically more distant varieties become increasingly dissimilar. A number of lexical items in the wordlists also underline -with justesse -the validity of such a continuum. In 
Notes:
1) Although Laki speakers do not comprise part of the Luri language cluster, they are ethnically Luri and are shown on the same map for interest's sake. 2) Part of the population in Kermānshāhān and Ilām Provinces claims Luri ethnicity, but it seems that at least some of these individuals speak Southern Kurdish. The same is likely true across the Iraqi border from this area. This is a topic which deserves further investigation (see note 8); consequently, I have not delineated linguistic affiliation of this area on the map. 3) A small part of the southwestern section of the Southern Luri language area is shared with speakers of Qashqā'i (Turkic). 4) There are small enclaves of Luri speakers who have been forcibly settled in many of the provinces of western and central Iran in addition to the larger areas shown.
